Blasting A - Z
Since many of the techniques discussed in this booklet have taken years to fine tune to an efficient level, some
of the information is very detailed. Because we are in the business of building original and custom cars we are
sure that the following information will give you some insight as to what components are required and what
techniques will help you become more proficient in the area of media blasting and ultimately, in creating a better
machine.
AIR COMPRESSOR
Choosing the right equipment is important. A minimum five-horse compressor should be used. A compressor
running in hot weather will produce more moisture then in cooler conditions such as in the morning. High
humidity (like after it rains and the sun comes out) makes for much more moisture in each molecule of air. So
pick your best days to blast for optimum results.
WATER TRAP SYSTEM
A water trap system 50 - 75 feet down line is the next step. This will trap most moisture. On average: the
50-foot mark is where the hot air which is in the form of a vapor turns back into liquid. By this we mean it has
cooled down and turned back to large enough droplets which can then be picked up by the water trap. The
air speed which runs through the lines can also determine whether there is enough time for the vapor to liquify.
We have seen some amazing systems that different shops come up with, A system that is commonly used is
running air lines gradually up the walls and ceiling to give the vapor time to liquify before reaching the point
where the lines turn back down toward the outlets. The gravity brings the water back down into a central drain
system. Our shop uses electronically controlled automatic drain valves with timers, which are piped to the bottom
of each compressor tank and each main run of air line pipe on both sides of every building. Every 20 minutes
they kick off and release any water that has accumulated. Shops also use Amflo filters that catch virtually all
contaminates, when the float rises inside the chamber to a set level they automatically drain. Automatic systems
are expensive, so if you’re on a budget you’ll need to work out what works best for you by experimenting with
the ideas given. Start with the basics such as running two 100 foot hoses with a water trap in the middle and
end. This should enable the water vapors to liquify to a decent level
The Ultimate System is Air Dryer equiped such as our shops at Jeff Lilly Restorations Ltd. These units refrigerate
the air at a rapid speed which brings bring down the temp until all moisture is removed automatically. These
units run over $1,000 each but they are 100%
ABRASIVE MEDIA
Aluminum oxide costs about 65 cents a pound, but the beauty is that you can recycle and reuse it 6-10 times or
more provided you have not contaminated it with undercoating or grease which causes silicone contaminants on
the steel’s surface. These contaminated panels or parts cannot be primed or painted if you want 15-20 years
durability. Be sure you have degreased and removed all undercoatings from parts to be blasted beforehand.
Unlike silica or beach sand. aluminum oxide won’t warp body panels when used with a little common sense.
Sand, on the other hand, will make your car’s panels wave badly by its peening and heat transfer characteristics.
It s very important not to destroy body panels and make more work for yourself.
Aluminum oxide cleans all rust and Paint very quickly unlike plastic media which does nothing to clean and prep
the steel for future primers and paints. In fact, when used correctly aluminum oxide will prep the steel so it is
primer-ready for excellent adhesion and longevity. This media last the longest when used at 75- to 95- pounds of
pressure.
Glass bead is good for use in cabinet blasters when a smoother surface is desired or low-dust, high-vision work
is necessary. Aluminum oxide can be used in cabinets on parts you are trying to make the best time on and a
smooth steel or aluminum cast finish is not required.

BLASTING AREA AND RECYCLING
The blast site is important when you consider the
initial cost of aluminum oxide and your time. Especially if you are in business, it’s a necessity to contain
the media and be able to blast in good or stormy
whether. For the hobbyist, we will take a look at a
basic set up that can be assembled for a nominal cost.
As an example, the booth in our shop is 35-feet long
by 18-feet wide. This allows ample room for any classic
or street rod body, frame, parts etc., yet it isn’t too big
an area to clean up and recycle media quickly.
Northern Tool has an affordable 16x20 portable tarp and
frame set up. You can also bungee cord side tarps
around it to contain the dust and keep sun and rain off of
your project. They also work well for outside project
storage. Another important aspect when dealing with an
open blast site is to be sure you don’t blast on rainy days
because if the media gets wet you will not be able to
reuse it. Be sure and recycle at the end of every day if
this open blast site is what you have to work with and
never leave your blaster unit out uncovered. If it gets
wet it will take weeks to dry out the inside of the tank.

EYE PROTECTION
Eye protection is just as important. The Hobby
Air system also has replaceable shields for their
masks or tivek hoods.
Other options are to use a canvas blasting hood
over the hobby air mask or charcoal respirator and
use the cheapest disposable lenses you can find.
There are many hood/eye protection systems
available but the cost of replacement shields is the
main concern. We purchase the type with a thin
plastic peel away on them so that when the shield
is pecked up and alters our vision we reach up and
peel it away, this gives us two times the life.
BLASTING COOL
Blasting on a 100 degree day with a hood on is
quite stressful so blast in the cooler morning or
evening temps if you can. If money is no object
then VORTEX cooling tubes are available. They run
on your air line and can cool your whole head as
cold as you want but they range $300-400. We
also use an air supplied Bullard helmet to cool the
operators head although either choice will demand
another 10 CFM from your compressor

If you don’t have walls of some
sort, you’ll lose a lot of media. The
use of a pressure blasting tank
really gets with the program and
the media can really fly around. In
our booth there are two screened
windows on one end and the
opposite end has a large-CFM fan
which draws the micro fine dusts
into a tub of water. It traps about
80-90 % of all dust.

LIGHTING
This booth has white fiberglass roof panels
which adds diffused lighting along with florescent
lights, if you cannot see you cannot do the best
job. Good lighting is important to keep from
having to go back over the work too often.
With a hood and shield between you and the parts
to be blasted you are already at a disadvantage for
the detail. We recommend using a portable halogen
light.

This portable light can be placed exactly where
you are blasting for optimum results. You will
usually miss a few spots with the dusty conditions, so during inspection (with your hood off)
the additional lighting will expose light or missed
spots. To mark them simply place a small piece
of tape on them to remind you of the areas that
need more attention.

Lets talk about silicosis, You could get this
disease from using silica sand. Although
aluminum oxide has no free standing silica it is
still a very dusty operation during blasting. We
recommend This Hobby AIR System. It is very
affordable and was originally designed for
painting but it works very well during blasting. It
features an electric 110 volt motor which flows
clean outdoor air into the mask. Simply place
the motor in a clean area and run your hoses to
the blasting site and you are breathing clean air.
If you are on a very extreme budget at least
invest in an inexpensive (about 20 bucks)
charcoal respirator face mask.
such as a 3M from an Auto Paint Store.

If you are on a budget and cannot afford a
professional system you should still rig up
something to keep your area somewhat
clean and keep the sun off your back. Our
booth has a concrete floor but there’s still a
large tarp on the ground for recycling. This
enables you to roll the vehicle/parts off of it
and then pick up the tarp sides and walk into
the middle which makes a nice pile. We then
use a large plastic grain/ snow shovel to pick
it up and pour it over a screen to sift out any
unwanted particles.
PRESSURE BLASTER TANKS
Pressure pot blasters are the only way to go when
cleaning body panels, frames and smaller parts if you
want to get the job done before rerusting occurs.
This Uniram U300S holds 300pounds of media.

This blaster is a quality machine. It features all
the necessary items for uninterrupted blasting
such as the 3/4-inch clog-free mixing valve,
quick connect hose couplers, pressure regulator,
auto close valve, tank pressure gauge, moisture
filter separator, air intake control, built in funnel
top and safety shutoff deadman switch. A large
capacity unit enables you to blast a full day
when using the correct tip size and pressure.
With a smaller unit you will have to start, stop and
move your body, frame, parts and pick up your
tarp to retrieve media many times throughout the
day.

PRESSURE GUN TRIGGER CONTROLS
Pressure guns and triggers are a personal preference, but
there are a few things to consider before choosing one. Items
like the weight of the gun, stopper system, how easy is it to
move or change the rubber stopper when the seal wears out
and does it leak air and/or abrasive.
BLAST GUN TIPS/NOZZLES
Tip and nozzle design and condition are very important.
They come standard in a ceramic material. Ceramic wears
out very fast when you’re blasting with aluminum oxide. We
recommend using carbide nozzles which last many times
longer
These nozzles have 1/8" and 3/16" holes. Being constantly
aware of this size is very important if you want to achieve
the most work done. As an example, if you had a five-horse
compressor putting out 17.5 cubic feet per minute at 85psi
then a 1/16th to 1/18 outlet hole would do a good job without
the compressor straining to keep up. But when your nozzle is
worn bigger to 3/16" or 1/4" your compressor will lose air
while running, and before you know it the abrasive is not
coming out with much force at all. On the other hand, if you
want to fog over a large area to peck it up for adhesion but
not strip off all the paint then a large tip will work good with
about two-foot distance between the gun and surface.
Experiment for special needs.

There are many triggers and pressure guns
out there, including a gun which has a rubber
stopper that rotates with the turn of a screw.
The 38 special from TIP blasting. The spring
tension of the trigger system can fatigue your
hand after a few hours. We use a quick
release clamp on our gun to eliminate this
problem.

Cabinet Blasters Blasting cabinets vary widely in size
and features. They are great for small items like bolts
and brackets or when you just want to clean up a
few parts to finish an assembly.

When using a small cabinet
blaster to clean a transmission
case, be sure you have masked
off all the entrance ways, blown
out every hole and then completely submerged the case in
solvent before reassembly. If
you’re not rebuilding it yourself,
most tranny shops will rinse it
out adequately if you tell them
what you want. It’s also possible to have long parts like
steering column tubes, fit in a
large cabinet. Pick the best size
cabinet that suits your needs
and budget.

An affordable small cabinet is this ALC # 320
We mounted ours on a mobile cart for moving purposes and it performs well with glass
bead media. When you are restoring rough
alumium tranny castings like Turbo 400s and
others, this combination does a good job of
imitating the original factory finish.

CABINET BLASTER GUNS
These all pretty much use the same design. A cabinet blaster gun works
on the principle of suction feed. A suction feed gun has an air source
attached directly to the gun and as the air passes through the nozzle it
sucks the media from the bottom of a reservoir and gets carried to the
surface via the air speed. This type of blasting is slow in comparison to a
pressure tank unit but very controllable for smaller parts. When used in a
cabinet environment, it is obviously cleaner for the user in that it keeps dust
and dirt off the operator.
All cabinets should be lined with screen at
the bottom to keep any fuzz, dirt or other
debris from entering the recycling chamber
and plugging up the pickup tube in the
bottom. Note the T handle sticking out of
the cabinet floor. This was installed to
push aluminum oxide back into the
bottom of the recycle chamber. Aluminum
Oxide does not roll over itself very easy
as glass bead does.

VACUUM BLASTERS
A Vacuum Blaster operates as a suction feed blaster
which then vacuums the blasted media back into a
chamber and recycles it all at the same time. It comes
with various brush heads for different angled parts.
These are used to clean up areas quickly, such as
panels that are having patches welded in, small rust
areas etc.
The brush head used
on a vacuum blaster
makes, contact with
the surface and as
you pull the trigger
and move the gun it
blasts and vacuums all
in one smooth motion
for non stop blasting.
Its also used when a panel looks like it may have thin spots and
needs to be inspected. A good example of when to use it is for
floors where there are only a few small pin holes that need to
be brazed instead of replacing the complete floor. The Uniram is
a work horse to say the least. The vacuum part of this blaster is
powered by an electric motor and the blaster is air driven. As
one would expect, the operator does not get dirty during use.

BLASTING TIPS
During the course of blasting
always wear clean rubber gloves
when you are handling the blasted
parts during and after you have
completed blasting them, including
the primer stage. The moisture from
your hands contains acids and the
parts will rust quickly.
Creating hanging wires from 3/16" to
1/4" rod works well to hang parts
from racks for priming after blasting.

You can also use 16 guage wire for
small parts available from Home
Depot etc

When you are blasting a vehicle that is not
completely disassembled or you want to
minimize clean up of media from inside
the engine compartment and interior, tape
up the windows using plastic one-mill thick
(minimum) and tape over any small holes.
This will keep the media from flying inside
these areas. This really makes a difference
come clean up time.

A humidity gauge is another useful tool. When
the percentage of humidity is over 70-percent
parts will tend to rerust at a much faster rate
when you are blasting the whole day and planning
on primering at the end of the day. Lilly primes
parts twice a day when there are high humidity
levels. Wrapping the parts with plastic
immediately after you have blasted them helps
considerably. Cast Iron parts such as exhaust
manifolds will rerust twice as fast as steel. The
porous cast metal retains moisture and needs to
be heated or left in the sun for an hour before
painting. We oven heat them at 350 degrees
immediately after blasting for 45 minutes to
remove all moisture. We then let them sit and cool
before they are hung up and sprayed.

Plug or cap off any receptacles or
holes that need protection. This will
save you from damaging any fragile
areas.

On areas that you need to cut out to replace panels
or areas that you do not want primer on, tape them
off with two-inch tape. This will keep the air from
rusting the covered sections and it will give you time
to get back to them, even months later.

When blasting nuts and bolts one by one it takes too much
time and it wears out gloves and pliers. We made this trick
tool using flat 1/8 thick plate steel and welded nuts and bolts
to them for the sizes required. This holds them very steady
and allows for plating and painting afterward. Freshly blasted
steel parts need to be primed the same day.
We recommend priming with Ditzler’s DP epoxies and catalyst, available in black, green, gray, red and white. This will
give you corrosion resistance no matter if you plan on top
coating or not. It is also a great adhesion base for primers
and fillers once the DP has sat for two weeks and been
sanded lightly with 80-120 grit.

Short optional Customer Survey

About the Sites Convenience
1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?
Yes
No if So, Why:
2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
3. Was our sample enough information for you to purchase it?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About This booklet
4. Is our product priced fairly?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
5. Do you feel our booklet will help you with your project?
Yes
No if Not, Why:
About Tools
6. Would you buy your tools on-line and have them delivered to your Home or
Business?
Yes
No If Not, why?
About You & your Vehicle
7. Will you be doing the work yourself or will you have a shop do the work for you?
Myself
Shop
8. What is your age group?
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+
9. What Vehicle/s do you own?
10. What Vehicle/s are you working on or having worked on?
In General
11. How do you feel about On-line shopping?
Comfortable
Uncomfortable but still do it
Not comfortable at all
12. Are you interested in becoming a member at restoreityourself.com for substantial savings?
Yes
No
13. Have you seen other sites providing Auto-Restoration booklets?
Yes
No if yes, Where:
14. Will you be a frequent visitor at restoreityourself.com?
Yes
No
Don't know
Please enter your email address if you would like us to contact you about the results of your
survey:
For any additional comments please type them in below:

Submit
(You must be online in order to submit this Form)

